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Miranda Expects Partners to Spend between $1.5 Million and $1.75 Million in 2015

This past Tuesday, Miranda said that its partners are
expected to spend $1.75 million in 2015 in Colombia and
Alaska, as follows:
•

Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd. will finance 70 per cent
(Miranda 30 per cent) of programs under a
strategic alliance agreement. Funds are allocated
toward project generation in the Antioquia
department of Colombia. Miranda is operator. If a
designated property is accepted into a joint
venture by Agnico, Agnico could earn up to a 70per-cent interest in that project by sole financing

work programs until it earns its interest.
•

Prism Resources Inc. is financing an initial exploration program at the Cerro Oro project in the Caldas
department of Colombia. Miranda is also operator of this project. The 2015 program will comprise
permitting and propertywide geochemical and geologic surveys.

•

Gold Torrent Inc. is designing and permitting a small high-grade underground mine at the Willow Creek,
Alaska, project. A new National Instrument 43-101 resource estimate and preliminary feasibility study will
be highlights of this year's program. Montezuma is hoping to finance a drill project at the Red Canyon
property pending finalization of joint venture terms.

In Colombia, it’s possible Agnico-Eagle could accept a property known as the Oribella as a “designated property.”
Before doing so, Agnico has requested trenching and channel sampling to demonstrate continuity of mineralization
(gold and copper) prior to considering Oribella as a designated property. This work is underway, and once samples
are assayed, a revised report will be submitted to Agnico.
In Alaska at Willow Creek, Gold Torrent plans to fast-track the Coleman deposit into production in 24 to 30
months. Initial production estimates are for 21,000 ounces of gold annually from the mining and milling of 150 tons
per day. Gold Torrent anticipates achieving over 80-per-cent recovery through gravity (tables and spiral
concentrators) without the use of chemicals which should expedite permitting. Expected milestones for 2015
include:
• A new resource estimate based on independent review and modeling of deposit -- this report is anticipated
within two months and the expectation is that the resource will increase in size;
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Completion of a preliminary feasibility study by mid-2015 -- this document will provide both Gold Torrent
and Miranda shareholders insight into the capital and operating costs, cash flows and internal rate of return
of mining the Coleman deposit;
Mine planning -- Gold Torrent is in the process of determining the optimum way to access the Coleman
deposit for the least amount of capital;
Life of mine production scheduling;
Mill process design and location;
Initiate all aspects of permitting including baseline studies, water, air and discussions with local
communities and area stakeholders;
Possible rehabilitation of the Enserch tunnel to access the Lucky Shot vein system for production and
drilling.

While no drilling is planned for 2015, modeling of the old underground workings, drill holes and underground
samples will provide targets for 2016. Both companies agree that with the rehabilitation of the Enserch tunnel,
targets can be best drilled from underground drill stations.
Miranda will receive 10-per-cent of the distributable cash flow until Gold Torrent is repaid and then 30 per cent of
the cash flow thereafter.
In Nevada at Red Canyon, Miranda is hoping to finalize a joint venture/purchase agreement with Montezuma Mines
pending consent to assignment of the lease by the owner to Montezuma. And the company arranged a sale of Red
Hill, Iron Point, Kibby Flats and Mustang to European Uranium Resources Ltd., in exchange for an 8-per-cent
equity interest in EUU, and the retention of a royalty interest ranging from 1 per cent to 2 per cent in all four
properties and the commitment by EUU of conducting a modest drill program on the Mustang property.
Management explained that it still believes in the discovery potential of Nevada but that it thinks it can achieve
exploration success more quickly in Colombia, which it views as “a frontier jurisdiction with its rich mineral
endowment [that] will provide the fastest route to a large grassroots discovery.”
With 71.2 million shares selling at C$0.095, or US$0.075, this company has a market cap of only about $5 million
or $6 million. Aside from the time value of money, it’s difficult to see a great deal of downside risk while any kind
of discovery success and/or advancement of the high-grade Alaskan 30% joint venture could easily turn this stock
into a 10 bagger
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